
Carbon Technology Program Manager
Project Management Division
Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations (DOE)
Various DOE locations
Apply Here

Carbon economies. Carbon-neutral fuel. Photosynthesis replication from molecules of air. This
isn’t science fiction. This is the technological reality of today, soon to become a major
commercial force. If you want to be a significant player in this space, we’re offering an
opportunity you can’t afford to ignore.

The Opportunity
CO2 capture and utilization will be a $550 billion market by 2040. OCED (Office of Clean Energy
Demonstrations within the DOE) will be a major driver in this commercial and technological
movement.

OCED’s initiative will require a technically savvy, results-oriented project manager to serve as
the Carbon Technology Program Manager. In this role, you’ll deliver first-of-their-kind
commercial-scale solutions across carbon capture technologies. The scale and importance of
this effort are monumental, backed by $3.5 Billion in funding. If successful, the projects you
launch will unlock trillions of dollars in follow-on investment from private sector companies,
making clean energy financially and technologically viable.

In this role you will be helping to:
● Accelerate American innovation and environmental leadership
● Create rewarding, good-paying jobs
● Deliver clean, reliable, and affordable power to more Americans
● Drive economic, social, and environmental benefits across the U.S. and the world

With OCED you will be exposed to landmark clean energy technologies and planet-saving
business models, gaining invaluable experience for your future career.

The Mission of the Carbon Technology Program Manager
Reporting to OCED’s Associate Director of Carbon Capture, the Carbon Technology Program
Manager will drive and deliver projects within these two large-scale programs:

● The Carbon Capture Demonstration Projects Program, with a budget of $2.5 Billion, will
develop six carbon capture facilities that can be readily replicated and deployed at
energy plants and other industrial sources of CO2. Using integrated carbon capture,
transport, and storage, these facilities will reduce costs, emissions, and the overall
environmental performance of fossil fuel utilization. The program includes two
deployments at natural gas facilities, two at coal facilities, and two at industrial,
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non-electricity-generating facilities (such as cement, paper, metal, and chemical
facilities).

● The Carbon Capture Large-Scale Pilot, with a budget of $937 Million, will establish and
test innovative carbon capture pilot projects large enough to support new processes and
technologies at scale.

Responsibilities
In this role you will:

● Oversee and manage the delivery of multiple projects simultaneously within the
program

● Build and oversee a team of up to 10 talented contributors, including project managers
and technical experts

● Provide leadership and direction to developing project management standards and
guidelines for commercial-scale carbon pilot, carbon industrial emissions, and/or carbon
direct air capture demonstration projects

● Develop long range plans with intermediate goals and resource requirements, taking
into consideration financial and technical constraints

● Identify and analyze the technical needs of programs and recommend and oversee
approaches to enable or improve program execution

● Oversee the execution and tracking of all phases of a project from inception through
completion and provide regular status reports to senior OCED and DOE management

● Use technical judgment and an understanding of national policies to recommend new or
modified approaches or the phasing out of old ones

● Develop and communicate concepts, processes, or data that satisfy OCED goals and
objectives

Candidate Profile
Our successful candidate will have:

● 10+ years’ experience as a Project Manager on innovative, highly-technical projects
● Experience managing projects with budgets in excess of $30 million
● Experience leveraging a broad spectrum of resources and stakeholders, including private

sector companies
● Significant experience leading teams and demonstrated ability to align programmatic

functions with the organization's overall strategic goals
● Working knowledge of administrative laws, policies, regulations, and precedents

applicable to the integration of programs
● Knowledge of carbon-related clean energy technologies
● Excellent interpersonal and communication skills, including demonstrated comfort and

finesse communicating with high-level personnel in a variety of environments
● A Bachelor’s degree from accredited college or university
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